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Students Entering 4th Grade in the Fall 

 
 

 
Wondering if Lincoln Academy is the right choice for your child and family? Use the 
following questions to guide you. Your child should be able to complete these tasks now 
(in January and February) as you prepare for them to enter fourth grade in the fall. 
Students who have mastered these skills independently will be prepared for starting 
fourth grade. 
 
Does your child: 
Language Arts 

 Write an 8 sentence paragraph with topic sentence, closing sentence, in complete 
sentences, and with proper grammar? 

 Use capitals and punctuation correctly when writing sentences? 

 Identify parts of speech, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc…? 

 Read at least 95 words per minute fluently on a third grade level text? 

 Comprehend a story on a third grade level text and answer questions about it, 
such as “What was the plot?” “Who were the main characters?” etc…? 

 Identify misspelled words and perform basic editing while writing? 
 

Math 

 Have addition and subtraction facts mastered, such as 14 - 5, 8 + 9, etc…? 

 Understand multiplication, and start to answer multiplication facts, such as 3 x 4, 
6 x 7, etc…? 

 Tell time on an analog clock to the minute? 

 Decide which function to use to solve a story problem, such as “Betty has 16 
cookies.  She ate 9 of them.  How many does she have left?”? 

 
Science and History 

 Have familiarity with the content of science and history from K-3 of Core 
Knowledge? (This can be analyzed by using the books “What Your 
Kindergartner, First Grader, Second Grader, Needs to Know” by E.D. Hirsch) 

 
Other 

 Read directions and work independently for 15-30 minutes? 

 Independently complete 20-40 minutes of homework a night? 

 Have mastery of print writing and the beginning skills of cursive letters? 

 Read silently and independently for 30 minutes? 


